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Department of Physics, Durham University, Durham, United KingdomABSTRACT Single-particle tracking (SPT) is a range of powerful analysis techniques that measure particle motion from video
microscopy image sequences. SPT is used to study the behavior of motor proteins and associated organelle transport within
a cell. Many SPT algorithms deliver subpixel accurate measurements with noisy data corresponding to sub-10-nm resolution.
Image-correlation techniques have been shown to be the most accurate method of tracking extended objects. However, to
date, it has not been possible to determine the level of error when measuring the motion of an arbitrary particle with this method.
In this article we derive a method for experimentally determining the accuracy of image-correlation-based SPT. We then apply
this technique to a series of confocal ﬂuorescencemicroscope image sequences of mitochondria, demonstrating the possibility of
making measurements accurate to 5 nm when working with extended objects within live cells. In doing so we show that for parti-
cles with a low signal/noise ratio, the accuracy can vary by a factor of 2, corresponding to different particle shapes for a given
signal/noise ratio. Use of the presented technique will allow researchers to quantify the accuracy of their measurements on
a per-particle basis. This in turn will allow the selection of the most accurately tracked particles, helping to push the accuracy
of spatial measurements well below the diffraction limit. This is particularly important for the study of molecular motors whose
step size is a similar scale to these limits.INTRODUCTIONBy combining high magnification microscopes and single-
particle tracking (SPT) algorithms that deliver subpixel
accuracy, it is possible to study many aspects of molecular
motors and associated organelle transport. For example,
studies into the behavior of individual motors (1,2) and of
the bidirectional transport that results from the interaction
of multiple motors (3,4) contribute to an understanding of
the mechanisms by which a cell regulates and maintains its
distribution of organelles (5,6).
When imaging fluorescent objects there are two funda-
mental regimes. The first is the unresolved regime in which
the magnified object is smaller than a detector pixel. In this
case all that is observed is the instrument’s point spread func-
tion (PSF) centered on the particle’s position. The PSF is the
response of the instrument to a point source, and is typically
a Gaussian-like Airy disk several pixels wide. This is in
contrast to the resolved regime that occurs with objects
whose magnified image spans multiple detector pixels before
and after the convolution with the instrument PSF.
In both regimes it is possible to achieve measurements to
subpixel accuracy that will typically correspond to perhaps
1/10th of a pixel, or a physical scale of 1–10 nm allowing
for the magnification of a 100 oil immersion objective
coupled with typical charge-coupled device (CCD) pixel
sizes of 6–10 mm. Such spatial resolution is similar in scale
to the step size of molecular motors, for example ~8 nm for
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critical to interpreting measurements and to generating quan-
titative statements. In both regimes there are multiple sources
of noise that degrade position or motion measurements
leading to a noise-induced measurement error. These sources
include optical shot noise from the fluorescent signal and the
background light, temporal variability in the fluorophore
distribution, and electronic-read noise in the image sensor.
In the unresolved regime, a particle may be tracked by
directly measuring its position across many frames. Locating
the center of the PSF with Gaussian fitting has been shown to
be the most suitable method for delivering subpixel accuracy
(1). An impressive example of this in use is the study of perox-
isome transport by kinesin and dynein (4). Determining the
scale of noise-induced measurement error in such systems
is a relatively simple function of the size and brightness of
the Gaussian and the noise parameters of the imaging system.
Of these parameters only brightness actually relates to the
particle and not the imaging system, and this may be mea-
sured, making a practical analysis of measurement noise a
viable proposition (9).
In the case of a larger, spatially resolved particle the image
seenona sensor is the underlying spatially extended luminosity
profile of the particle convolved with the imaging system’s
PSF, resembling an image of the particle. To date the quantifi-
cation of error in such cases has been centered on creating
a numericalmodel of amovingparticle in a noisy systemwhere
it is possible to compare the output of many measurement
methods with the known motion of the particle to determine
accuracy. This method suggests that image correlation (IC) is
the most accurate method at low signal/noise ratios (SNRs)
(10,11). This simulation approach provides a valuable guidedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.12.4297
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ever, it is unable to give realistic estimates of the accuracy
of a measured particle track for an experimentally imaged
particle, as the accuracy of IC depends not only upon the
SNRbut alsoon the shape and luminosityprofile of the particle,
which is highly variable between organelles within a cell.FIGURE 1 Noise analysis in one-dimensional IC. A particle moves from
an amount dx, and, due to noise, the method of IC measures this as dxc. By
analyzing similar measurements made using separate half-fields of the image
we make two more measurements, dxo and dxe. By using the relationship
between these measurements and their associated errors, ec, eo, and ee we are
able to make a statistical estimate of the magnitude of ec when performing
the measurement over many subsequent frames.IMAGE CORRELATION
Image correlation (IC) works by finding the location of
a template imagewithin a source image. There aremany subtly
different approaches to motion tracking based on this tech-
nique, a detailed exploration of which is beyond the scope
of this article. Further reading may be found in Carter et al.
(11). In this article we track a particle through a sequence of
frames using a template image chosen to be the image of the
particle from the first frame. We define a single region of the
image,R[x, y], that is small enough to include only the particle
of interest but large enough to encompass the particle’s posi-
tion within all frames. To find the particle in frame n, we take
the regionR0 from frame 0 to be our template image and cross-
correlate this with Rn, the same region from frame n, as





R0½x; yRn½x; y: (1)
The center of the correlation peak in the cross-correlation,XC,
tells us where the image R0 is found in Rn, equivalent to how
the particle has moved between the frames. We measure the
location of the peak, and therefore the particle’s location at
time n, using the center-of-mass algorithm. Further details
are given in the SupportingMaterial. It is not possible to prop-
agate the effect of various sources of measurement error
through the IC in a generic analytical form, especially given
the additional dependence of the technique on the shape of
the images being correlated. This underscores the necessity
for an experimental method to determine accuracy.
We have presented a basic approach to motion tracking
through the use of IC, and go on to present a technique to
determine the accuracy of this method. In practice, IC may
be used with many variations. For example, one may update
the position of the tracking region through the source image
sequence to follow large-scale particle motion over time, or
use nonrectangular regions to help separate the images of
closely packed particles (12), or one could test many
different simulated particle shapes to study time-evolving
shape changes (13,14). For the sake of clarity and brevity
we present our noise analysis for the basic IC approach out-
lined above, but it can be rapidly adapted to other variations.NOISE ANALYSIS
Estimating error in correlation measurement
Consider a particle that moves a distance dx in one dimen-
sion between times t0 and t1 as shown in Fig. 1. Due to noisein the system we are not able to measure the actual motion,
dx, measuring instead dxc ¼ dx – ec where dxc is the motion
estimated by IC and ec is the noise-induced error.
We place one requirement on the image of the particle as
seen through the microscopy system, namely that it must be
several pixels in size such that it has odd and even half-fields
of similar intensity. This requirement is satisfied by defini-
tion—if the particle was smaller, a Gaussian fitting approach
should be used instead of IC.
As well as performing the standard IC measurement, two
more are carried out, labeled the odd and even correlations.
These are performed over two separate subsets of the input
images, one consisting of the odd numbered rows of pixels
and one of the even. These two subsets provide different
windows onto the same moving object in which the under-
lying motion is common but the noise is independent. This
leads to two more measures of motion, dxo and dxe, which
have associated errors eo and ee. We can directly measure7,
the difference between dxo and dxe, which is also the differ-
ence between the associated errors eo and ee,
dxe  dxo ¼ V ¼ eo  ee: (2)
Intuitively one might expect that the less noise in the system,
the more accurately xc, xe, and xo will be measured, and
therefore will agree, causing dxo – dxe to decrease such
that this quantity can be used as a measure of error. This is
indeed the case, as we show below. Assuming that the inten-
sities of both subimages are similar, then dxc will lie halfway
between dxe and dxo (see the Supporting Material for
a proof), as will the associated errors:
ec ¼ ðee þ eoÞ=2: (3)
The intensities of the two half-fields should agree to within
20% for this assumption to remain valid. This is further
explored in the Supporting Material and is something one
may wish to verify when using this technique. This require-
ment is generally satisfied by the volumetric takeup ofBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1566–1570
1568 Saunterfluorophores by organelles, and by the instrument PSF being
larger than a pixel at high magnifications providing a degree
of smoothing.
It is not possible to solve the presented equations for any
of the error terms. However, we can use the above relation-
ships and our knowledge of the statistics of the system to
make an estimate of the magnitude of ec over many subse-
quent frames. The standard deviations of two independent
distributions are added in quadrature, allowing us to draw
the following equality:
sðeo  eoÞ ¼ sðeo þ eeÞ: (4)
This equality is dependent on having sample sizes large
enough such that both experimental measurements of stan-
dard deviation are accurate insights into the underlying
distribution. This implies that many frames of motion must
be analyzed for one particle. This statistical equality allows
us to relate Eqs. 2 and 3, showing that
sðecÞ ¼ sðdxe  dxoÞ=2: (5)
When measuring the motion of a particle through an image
sequence using IC it is therefore possible to estimate the
accuracy of the measurement, represented by the standard
deviation of the tracking error over all the frames, s(ec).
This estimates the tracking error in the x dimension. In order
to also estimate the error in the y dimension, the odd and
even images should be constructed out of alternate columns
of the images, not rows. We separate the fields in a direction
orthogonal to the motion tracking so that resolution is not
reduced in the direction of tracking. The two errors can be
combined to give a radial error.
Considerations
This method is subject to an implicit requirement that a parti-
cle’s image remains constant during the period in which it is
used to determine tracking accuracy. The method relies on
every measure of a particle’s position having a noise-induced
measurement error drawn from the same underlying distribu-
tion. If the image of the particle changes, so does this distri-
bution. Without an understanding of how the distribution
changes it is not possible to account for this introducing
uncertainty into the results. Two principal factors may
induce such changes, these being the effects of photobleach-
ing and of organelles changing shape. We recommend that
when using this technique the SNR and sharpness of the
images used for particle tracking are compared over the dura-
tion of the sequence to ensure that no significant changes
occur before using the presented method.SIMULATION
To demonstrate and verify this technique we created a numer-
ical model of moving particles, which were then tracked and
analyzed using the above half-fields technique. Two modelBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1566–1570particles were used to illustrate the dependence of the accu-
racy of IC on the luminosity profile, the particle size, and the
SNR. These particles are both circular and of similar size,
with one being represented by a circle of constant intensity
with a radius of 12 pixels, referred to as the ‘‘circle’’, while
the other particle is represented by a two-dimensional
Gaussian with a full-width half-maximum of 10 pixels,
referred to as the ‘‘Gaussian’’.
To create an image sequence for tracking we use an inter-
mediate pixel grid in which each pixel in the image sequence
is represented by a square of 6464 intermediate pixels. We
generate our ideal particle images with the same degree of
oversampling and then place them at various locations within
the intermediate pixel grid to simulate motion. This grid is
then binned down to the final resolution, allowing us to place
shapes accurate to 1/64th of a pixel. Our test sequences
consist of these particles moving 12.5 pixels in the y dimen-
sion over 800 frames at constant velocity. The two particles
are placed in a sequence many times over, at various signal
levels below 3000 photons per particle per frame. We add
a constant background count of 20 photons per pixel per
frame. Shot noise is then simulated by applying Poisson
noise to each pixel. We do not add read-noise and use a
camera gain of 1, resembling an electron-multiplying CCD
camera. Both our signal and background parameters were
chosen to resemble light-limited fluorescence microscopy
experiments.
We implemented the correlation tracking and error estima-
tion algorithms detailed above in the Python language.
A sequence of 800 frames was generated as described above,
and identically sized regions were defined automatically
around each particle. These were then tracked through the
800 frames using the previously outlined IC technique. Our
half-fields technique was used to estimate the tracking error
throughout this sequence. For comparative purposes, the
actual error was calculated using knowledge of the path of
the particle during the simulation, and the SNR over each
tracking region was measured using the methodology from
Carter et al. (11). An annotated image showing some particles
from the simulation is shown in Fig. 2.RESULTS
The results of this system were analyzed and the actual and
estimated errors for both particle shapes are plotted in Fig. 3.
The plot shows clear agreement between the actual and esti-
mated error levels. At low SNR values the method tends to
overestimate the error slightly. We believe this is due to
the separate half-fields having worse SNR than the combined
field, leading to worse errors in the IC measurements made
with the half-fields. This would then propagate through to
an overestimate of measurement error. Note that for a given
SNR, the circle is more accurately tracked than the Gaussian.
This is due to the sharper edges in the circle generating
a stronger correlation signal, and illustrates how the shape
FIGURE 2 Figure showing part of the first frame from the simulated test
sequence in which a series of particles of circular and Gaussian intensity
profiles are generated at various noise levels, and then tracked. The figure
is annotated with the regions used for correlation tracking (open rectangles)
and measured particle tracks.
FIGURE 4 The accuracy with which 186 mitochondria were experimen-
tally tracked is compared with their SNR. Although increasing SNR corre-
sponds with an increase in accuracy, it is clear that other factors also have
an influence.
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accuracy in addition to the SNR. Due to the statistical nature
of our analysis a sufficient number of frames must be
analyzed for Eq. 4 to hold true. Therefore it is necessary to
examine the motion of one particle through many frames
of a video sequence to determine the accuracy with which
it is tracked. It is worth clarifying that whereas the accuracy
with which a particle is tracked is influenced by SNR and the
particle’s intensity profile, the quality of the presented
method for determining this accuracy depends not upon
these variables but upon the number of frames analyzed.
Without determining the noise statistics for any given system
it is hard to place a definite bound on how many frames
should be analyzed to yield an accurate error measurement,
but in practice we find a sequence of ~400 frames wasFIGURE 3 Comparison of the actual and estimated tracking errors for
circular and Gaussian particles at various SNR levels shows good agree-
ment.required to achieve an estimate of the actual error correct
to within 10%.DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated a technique for experimentally
determining the accuracy of motion tracks measured with
image-correlation-based SPT. This technique overcomesFIGURE 5 Graphic showing images of the 186 mitochondria whose accu-
racy was contrasted with SNR in Fig. 4. Mitochondria are grouped according
to the radial accuracy with which they could be tracked. The wide variety of
organelle shapes that necessitate experimental measurement of tracking
accuracy are clearly visible.
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basing the measure of error on both experimental data and
the technique itself, therefore incorporating the effects of
the link between a particle’s shape and the accuracy of
measurements made with image correlation.
Use of this technique will allow quantitative bounds to be
put on measurements made with IC-based SPT, and allows
the experimentalist to determine which particles may be
tracked to a sufficient accuracy for their research.Experimental applications
A series of PTK2 cells were transfected with the commercial
vector pDsRed2-Mito (Clontech, Saint-Germain-en-Laye,
France) and imagedwith a spinning disk confocal light micro-
scope (model No. CSU22; Yokogawa, Kanazawa, Ishikawa,
Japan), an electron-multiplying CCD camera (model No.
DV897BV; Andor, Belfast, Northern Ireland), and an addi-
tional microscope (model No. XG81; Olympus, Melville,
NY) using a 100 oil immersion lens (UPlanSApo, NA ¼
1.4; Olympus). We generated six sequences, each consisting
of 500 frames imaged at a frame rate of 10 Hz. Each
frame consists of 512512 pixels with an image scale of
50 nm/pixel.
Each sequence was analyzed by manually tagging mito-
chondria in the initial frame and then using automated IC
to track them through subsequent frames, and using the
half-field technique to estimate the accuracy of the measure-
ments. The SNR of each tagged mitochondria was measured.
In total, 186 mitochondria were analyzed over six sequences.
A comparison of the two-dimensional radial tracking accu-
racy and SNR for these is shown later in Fig. 4, showing
that whereas accuracy increases with SNR as expected,
there is significant variability in the accuracy with which indi-
vidual particles are tracked; typically a factor of 2, depending
on the details of the particle’s image. By performing this error
analysis it is possible, for example, to find all mitochondria
that have been tracked to an accuracy of %8 nm, allowing
one to select only organelles where the error is sufficiently
small to allow the possibility of seeing the steps of amolecular
motor operating on an organelle. Fig. 5, shown below, shows
images of the regions for each type of mitochondria, demon-
strating how tracking accuracy tends to increase with SNR
and brightness, while showing the varying morphology of
the organelles that causes such a wide range of accuracies
for a given SNR.Biophysical Journal 98(8) 1566–1570SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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